String Quartet Conducts Two Musical Programs on Oct. 8

by Freddy Scholderer

After conducting a workshop at Holyoke High School on Thursday, October 8, the New Music String Quartet gave a concert in Palmer Auditorium. Both of these events proved to be among the most rewarding musical experiences of the past few seasons at Connecticut College.

As the name of the group implies, the New Music String Quartet presented two new works: one new in the sense of being part of a contemporary trend towards new musical forms; and another work new in that it represents an early form of chamber music. Both works are not unlike a large piece for a larger ensemble, and are designed for an audience of quite a few concerts.

The opening work performed was the Five Movements for String Quartet Op. 5, by Anton von Webern. Written in 1900, it has been called a musical anti-climax against traditional harmony. The work aims at achieving the maximum depth and intensity in the minimum amount of time. As performed by the Quartet at the Workshop and the concert, the music seemed to this admirable Quartet once again.

Conference to Feature Race Justice Topic

Psychological and economic factors in the struggle for racial justice will be among the topics covered. It was explained that this focus is partly caused by a recent change in priority of the conference's program, so as to be more closely related to the vote. The remaining topics--space and intensity of work aims at achieving the maximum in space and intensity--will be handled by the next conference.

The third leader, who will conclude the conference by speaking at a coffee hour on Sunday morning, will be Bayard Rustin, of the Fellowship of Reconciliation. In 1940, he was Bayard Rustin, of the Fellowship of Reconciliation. His work on behalf of the movement has been explained that this feels like a breath of fresh air, and that the movement can and must be continued.

The Saturday evening program consists of sections of different works. The last one to be explained was his explanation of the movement. His topic will be Strategy for Racial Justice.
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Free Speech
A Forum of Opinion from On and Off the Campus

The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editorial staff.

Improvemenf?

I wish to express through your columns my objections to the deactivation of student materials displayed on campus.

It is not the intention of the student body to prevent free speech on campus, but rather the preservation of a sense of decorum.

The proper use of reason includes not only the gathering of facts, but also the strict exercise of control over emotions. An emotional approach to a problem leads to individual bias founded on what the observer wishes to believe, rather than on fact.

Emotional bias tends people to make regrettable statements.

To illustrate this point, I call attention to such comments recently heard on campus as the one to the effect that backers of Stevenson are surely leaning toward communism. Again, that Eisenhower backers are hiding in intelligence.

On a college campus, an emotional approach to an issue is important. As the coming election, is entirely out of place. One of the aims of a college education is to teach us to think. If, at the first opportunity given us to tackle a problem of the classroom, we refuse to think, and depend rather on our emotions, we are defeating the very purpose of our time at Connecticut has been wasted.

Let us therefore, refrain from poster defacing, name calling, and other outbursts of emotionalism. Let us rather think, question, and draw our own conclusions, granting, at the same time, our opponent's right to a different opinion.

EMI

Staircase of Challenge

As the incoming freshmen and transfers entered Connecticut College that first day, which now seems months back, we stepped into a new world.

When I started college, I wasn't really sure why I was there, or what college was all about. I read my assignments, wrote my term papers, and entered into the extracurricular activities which interested me, but it wasn't until I was in the stadium that night, and what I was getting out of it, that I decided.

I am torn to think of college as a kind of grand staircase, which, when seen at a distance, is poor, and which, when seen up close, is glorious work of architecture, but which must be climbed step, there could be no staircase at all.

It is here that we step into a new way of living.

An Apology

I feel obliged to apologize most sincerely to the students and faculty of Connecticut College for any newspaper at Columbia University. (Princeton papers please pass on this one.)

The opinions expressed in this column contains most of the inaccuracies and misconceptions which have fastened on every copy of the Democratic candidate for the presidency. Congratulations to the candidates for conducting our campaign in the spirit of the Democratic platform.

We are worried about the state appointed men who are friends of the President and the government.

The general public has long been forgotten by the Democratic Party. The Republican party says that our government should be governed by the people through representatives, not by appointed men who are friends of the President.

The proper use of reason includes not only the gathering of facts, but also the strict exercise of control over emotions.
Six New Department Chairmen Among Unfamiliar CC Faculty

New faces among the faculty as well as among the students have already been an object of comment by upperclassmen. Among these new faculty members are individuals who have brought with them new department heads, including psychology, sociology, Spanish, classics, physics, and economics.

In order to acquaint everyone with these new people, NEWS presents a brief biography of each one, along with a photograph of himself. In later issues, NEWS plans to present other new faculty members.

Mortimer H. Appleyard—Mr. Appleyard studied at the City College, at V. V. S. York, where he received his BS. At the University of Denver he earned his A.M. degree, and he finished his studies at University of Michigan, receiving his Ph.D. in 1948.

Part of Mr. Appleyard's extensive background in psychology was obtained through research work with the Office of Naval Research in New York City, and psychological work with the Army Air Corps, and through his PhD research at the University of Michigan.

Among Mr. Appleyard's publications is a book which he edited, The Influence of Experience on the Neurotic Personality, and he has contributed articles to the fields of clinical work and veterans' guidance.

Mr. Appleyard, who received his AB from the University of California, and his MS from the University of Michigan, will be teaching psychology this year.

Robert O. Levans—Class of 1952, Mr. Levans will serve as head of one of our classes this year. He attended Balliol College at Oxford, where he obtained his BA and his AM. His professor's teaching experiences includes such schools as University of Argentine, Berkeley, and Merton College, Oxford. He has been appointed for the British American Relations Club.

Among his publications are A Guide to Latin Letters and A Guide to the Fifth. He is noted as a lecturer and will be seen frequently in the Palmer Room.

Garrett-Physics—A visiting professor here at Connecticut, Mr. Levens will serve as head of one of our classes this year. He attended Balliol College at Oxford, where he obtained his BA and his AM. His professor's teaching experiences includes such schools as University of Argentine, Berkeley, and Merton College, Oxford. He has been appointed for the British American Relations Club.

Among his publications are A Guide to Latin Letters and A Guide to the Fifth. He is noted as a lecturer and will be seen frequently in the Palmer Room.

One of the professors from Balliol College at Oxford, Mr. Levens will serve as head of one of our classes this year. He attended Balliol College at Oxford, where he obtained his BA and his AM. His professor's teaching experiences includes such schools as University of Argentine, Berkeley, and Merton College, Oxford. He has been appointed for the British American Relations Club.

Among his publications are A Guide to Latin Letters and A Guide to the Fifth. He is noted as a lecturer and will be seen frequently in the Palmer Room.

Joseph M. Turner—Economics Mr. Morris studied at Vassar College, where she earned her AB degree. She ministered to the students at the American Chemical Society and in the Journal of Chemical Education.

Personal offers to be a C. C. News Service As a service to CC students, a confidential information bureau, NEWS is instituting a policy of classified advertisements, effective with the issue of Wednesday, October 22.

Cost of the ads will be $1.15 per word, with a minimum cost of $5.00 in all. Ads must be in the NEWS box in Fanning by Monday noon preceding the issue in which they will appear.

The uses of these ads are to provide some place other than the classified page to announce job wants or for such advertisements as these:

Lost one polo coat. Smaller—jacket, boots and a desk lamp.

Found—Riddle to Dartmouth.

National Bank of Commerce Established 1892 NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT Checking Accounts and Savings Accounts Ask for Special Check Book for College Students with College Seal Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Mascot Hunt
(Continued from Page One)

class president, came in to ask if the discouraged girls had thought of all possible connections—radio, time, stations, etc.

It dawned on one sophomore that the program is on the NBC network, and they ripped open the box of Nuttaco cookies in Joan's room to find nothing. They then raced back to Jerry Garfield's room and when they tore open the box which they had been eating cookies three hours earlier, they found the second clue pasted on the bottom.

Another meeting of the two classes was called at 5:30 in the shop squad. There it was announced by sophomore class president, Henry Jackson, that the juniors request that everyone wear name tags, especially during the Hunt because the purpose of the Hunt is to get to know one another better. A reminder was made that no-one may leave or enter any other dorm after 10:00 unless she is sleeping in the dorm. Dean Burdick had also warned that the UNCONTACT rule be enforced (no-one must get closer than three feet to another person) or else the Hunt will be stopped.

A pledge was sent around for signatures and they reminded the juniors that the program is on the NBC network, stations, etc., Telephone 2-5857.

Wig and Candle members will present a lecture on stage makeup next Tuesday, Oct. 21 at 4:20 in the dressing room of Palmer Auditorium.

Juniors, clad in their spectacular costumes of the night before, entered the sophomore dining rooms to sing a song of good luck and they ripped open the COURTESY DRUG STORE WELCOMES YOU BACK.

The juniors then chanted, "This is a meeting" and told the circumstances of the finding of the first clue. They then read off the second clue and instinctively half way around, circle to the right, but don't fall down, into the center and come right back. Watch your step, or you'll break things. They then read off the second clue which is:

"Square dance tonight
Music by long-playing records
Admission 6 cents.
All join hands, circle to the left.
Half way around, circle to the right, but don't fall down,
Into the center and come right back.
Watch your step, or you'll break your back.
Juniors, clad in their spectacular costumes of the night before, entered the sophomore dining rooms to sing a song of good luck and in addition to repeating the clue.

Wig and Candle to Lecture on Makeup

Wig and Candle members will present a lecture on stage makeup next Tuesday, Oct. 21 at 4:20 in the dressing room of Palmer Auditorium.

Anyone interested in working on make-up for the Wig and Candle productions will be welcomed. Wig and Candle extends a particular invitation to freshmen to attend.

SOME NEEDLES FOR CUPID

The French speak of something called the coup de foudre, the effect that makes a man your quivering slave, forever and ever. Classically, this stroke is delivered by Cupid's arrow.

Perhaps you'd like to consider with us, today, whether Cupid might possibly use ... well ... knitting needles.

For one thing, men innocently assume that a young woman taking care of her knitting is the mistress of numberless other domestic arts as well. For another ... you can hardly expect him to watch you knit without anticipating pleasantly the gift of several pairs of socks.

If he chances to see the label on the yarn . . . and it happens to be that fluffy "BOTANY." BRAND NO-DYE-LOT YARN of 100% virgin wool . . . he knows at once that you recognize quality in wool, as well as men, and that you spend every penny wisely. Men too, you see, know "BOTANY."

After you score with your first pair of socks, you can repeat the effect indefinitely, matching every color for exactly, every time you wish. With "BOTANY." BRAND NO-DYE-LOT YARNS . . . YOU CAN MATCH ANY COLOR . . . ANY TIME . . . ANYWHERE. You can buy "BOTANY." BRAND NO-DYE-LOT YARNS at ELEANOR SHOP.
Russian Club Will Plan '52 Program

Russian Club will hold an open meeting on Wednesday, October 22, at 7:00 p.m. in Grace Smith \(\text{room, Faculty participants in Religious Emphasis Weekendaclude the following: Dean Burdick, Mr. In view of the growing importance of Russia in the world today, the Russian Club has decided to undergo a reorganization in order that interested students may study the various aspects of Russian culture and civilization, including music, art, and literature. No knowledge of the Russian language is necessary for membership.

Religious Emphasis

(Omitted from Page One)

Topics of these groups in whole: Religion in the home and family, is yours a soul-weather re-

LAUNDER-QUIK

6 Hour Laundry Service
Clothes Washed, Dried & Folded
UP TO 9 LBS. 75c
Pick up Days
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
CALL 3-2889

24 Hour Film Service
A B C
Film Co. 7 Bank St.
For Processing and Supplies
See Your Campus Representative
Lois Keating — Freeman

The Style Shop
Your Exclusive STOCKING HEADQUARTERS for
Pringle Cashmeres
Sacony Separates
White Stag
Sportswear
Jantzen Coordinates
and many many others
Just say "Charge it Please"

NOSTRILS and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields — 10 to 40 a day.

45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-months period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:

"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six-months period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

Leadership, honesty and integrity are what the nation needs in its leader, someone who will face the issues openly, striving for the best for the country and its people. For simplicity can be the enemy of excellence. Considering the historical precedents, it is an advantage to be able to challenge people to higher leadership will still have peace and the security which will inevitably fol-

Please Wear Skirts To Public Lectures

Students are reminded that Convocation lectures are open to the public. Therefore, skirts must be worn, even if the lecture is in Bill 106.
COLLEGE RADIO 1952-53
Members of the faculty, students, and guests of the College participate in the programs which are presented under the direction of Josephine Hunter Ray, as Radio Club activities.

Connecticut College Conversations
Host: Robert Strider, Dept. of English
WONS 1410 Hartford
Saturday
11:45 a.m.

WICH 1400 Norwich
Thursdays
7:30 p.m.

WNLC 1400 New London
Tuesdays
10:15 p.m.

WNLK 1550 Norwich
Sundays
4:00 p.m.

WLCR-990 Torrington
Saturday
9:30 a.m.

WAXR 1220 Waterbury
College Student Hour
College Radio Club

THE BOOKSHOP, INC.
Mettlian and Church Sts.
New London, Conn.
Tel. 8902
The Best in Fiction and Non-Fiction
Greeting Cards — Stationery
Prompt Service on Special Orders for Collateral Reading
Complete Line of Modern Library

FISHER FLORIST
Varsity Flowers
for
All Occasions
Fire service to all the world.
Tel. 3580 144 State St. Tel. 3590

GARDE
Wednesday — Sunday
Warner Brothers Present
THE MIRACLE OF FATIMA
Color by Technicolor
Time 1:34, 4:50, 8:46, 9:22.
Price for Conn. College Students with Student Coupons — 50c

COLLEGE News
Wednesday, October 15, 1952
CTVICTOR
Wednesday — Saturday
FEARLESS FAGAN
Starring Aselt Leigh and Carleton Carpenter

INSIDE THE UNDERWORLD

Sunday — Tuesday
KISS THE BLOOD OFF MY HANDS
and SUETE FORCE

Awards Bestowed on CC's Former Pres.
By Sons of Italy
Presenting the Distinguished Citizen's Award to President Emeritus Blunt was part of the festivities planned for Columbus Day by the Sons of Italy of Connecticut.
Miss Blunt received this award in Middleton, Conn., on Sunday, October 12. The award was made on the basis of her achievement as an educator, as well as her outstanding work in public affairs.

Songsters Enhance Glow of Fire Fest
Freshmen, sophomores, and seniors gathered in the parking lot Friday evening, October 10, for the traditional bonfire.

Ladle's and Gentlemen's Custom Tailoring
Specializing in Ladies Tailor-Made Designs and Boys Made to Order — For Remodeling
81 State St.
New London, Conn.

CAMEL leads all other brands
by billions of cigarettes per year!

F ORGET LAST SEASON!
W E'LL BE THE CLASS OF THE CONFERENCE THIS YEAR.

G OT A NEW HALFBACK
THAT'S SURE-FIRE ALL-AMERICAN!

W E'RE BACK ON TOP!

CAMEL are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why, test them as your steady smoke. Smoke only CAMELS for thirty days. See how rich and flavorful they are — pack after pack! See how mild CAMELS are — week after week!

CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why, test them as your steady smoke. Smoke only CAMELS for thirty days. See how rich and flavorful they are — pack after pack! See how mild CAMELS are — week after week!